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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the sound event detection in a noisy
environment and presents a first classification approach.
Detection is the first step of our sound analysis system and
is necessary to extract the significant sounds before ini-
tiating the classification step. We present three original
event detection algorithms. Among these algorithms, one
is based on the wavelet and gives the best performances.
We evaluate and compare their performance in a noisy en-
vironment with the state of the art algorithms in the field.
Then, we present a statistical study to obtain the acous-
tical parameters necessary for the training and, the sound
classification results. The detection algorithms and sound
classification are applied to medical telemonitoring. We re-
place video camera by microphones surveying life sounds
in order to preserve patient’s privacy.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we present a system of everyday life sound
classification. In order to reduce the calculation time nec-
essary for a multi-channel real time system, our sound ex-
traction process is divided in two steps: detection and clas-
sification. The sound event detection is a complex task be-
cause the audio signals occur in a noisy environment. In
detection step, we compare the performances of the state
of the art algorithms and of the three new proposed detec-
tion algorithms in the real noisy conditions. The best per-
formances resulted from our proposed algorithm based on
the wavelet analysis of sound that allows us to eliminate
the noise influence on the detection results. In recognition
step using a statistical study applied to acoustical parame-
ters, we can choose the appropriate parameters that give the
best classification results with a GMM system.

The possible applications of our sound extraction pro-
cess are numerous: multimedia documents classification,
security sound surveillance, medical telemonitoring etc.
The aim of our study is a medical supervising application
through the sound. Sound surveillance seems to be better
accepted by patients than video camera monitoring.

2 The Detection Algorithms

The detection of a signal (useful sound) is very important
because if an event is lost during the first step of the system,
it is lost forever. On the other hand, if there are too many
false alarms the recognition system is saturated.

Therefore, the performance of the detection algorithm
is very important for the entire system. There are many
techniques for the sound detection: very simple as func-
tional principle (a threshold on energy), or with a statistical
model [1]. We have tested three state of the art detection
algorithms [2]: a very simple one, based on the variance
of the signal energy and two algorithms based on the me-
dian filtering of the energy. We propose three algorithms:
one based on the cross-correlation of two successive win-
dows, a second one based on the error of energy prediction
and an other one based on wavelet transform. In the next
sections we will give a brief presentation of the proposed
algorithms and we will pursue with the results of all the
tested algorithms.

Cross-Correlation Detection. Knowing that the cross-
correlation function is the measure of similarity between
two signals, we have used the cross-correlation between
two successive signal windows in order to find abrupt
changes of the signal (see flowchart in Figure 1). The al-
gorithm calculates the cross-correlation between two suc-
cessive normalized windows of 2048 samples (128ms) and
keeps the maximum value of the cross-correlation. Finally,
we apply a threshold on this signal (if the signal is under the
threshold we generate an event detection). We normalize
the signal by the square root of window energy. The over-
lap between two consecutive series of two analysis win-
dows is 50%.

Energy Prediction based Detection. This algorithm cal-
culates the signal energy on N (2048) samples windows.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the cross-correlation algorithm



Figure 2. Flowchart of the algorithm for prediction error
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Figure 3. Time evolution of 8th DWT coefficient’s energy

First step: the next value of the energy is predicted based on
the ten previous values (L=10, prediction length) using the
Spline Interpolation method. Next step: a self-adjustable
threshold is settled on the prediction error (the absolute
difference between the real value and the predicted value).
If the energy varies with a small slope, the error is small.
However, the error is important for a fast variation of en-
ergy (the case of an event to detect) (see flowchart in Figure
2). The self-adjustable threshold depends on the standard
deviation and the average of the signal.

Wavelet filtering based Detection. Unlike sines and
cosines, wavelets are well adapted to signals that have more
localized features than time independent wave-like signals:
door slap, breaking glasses, step sound, etc... They are
more and more used for signal detection [3]. We have
chosen Daubechies wavelets with 6 vanishing moments to
compute DWT [4]. The wavelet transform on a 512 sample
frame allows a good signal enhancement in HIS and white
noise. This algorithm computes the energy of the 8, 9 and
10 wavelet coefficients, because most significant wavelet
coefficients for sounds to be detected are rather high order,
as shown in Figure 3: two parasitic noises which are flank-
ing the sound are nearly cleared. Sound appears at 10s.

The detection is achieved by applying a threshold on
the sum of energies. The threshold is self-adjustable and
depends on the average of the 10 last energy values: Th =
κ + 1.2 · EAverage. The overlap between two consecutive
analysis windows is 50%.

3 Sound Classification

3.1 Selection of the Acoustical Parameters

In order to find the relevant acoustical parameters, we have
made a statistical study: the average, the standard devi-

ation, the repartition histograms of parameters by sound
classes and the Fisher Discriminant Ratio (FDR).

The FDR (see Equation 1) gives an indication about
the separation capacity of every acoustical parameters (its
value is bigger than 1 for good separation capacity).

FDR =

k
∑

i=1

k
∑

j=1

(x[i] − x[j])2

k
∑

i=1

V ar(x)[i]

(1)

The results of this study are presented in paragraph 5.4.
After this statistical study, we have tested the clas-

sification based on different types of parameters classi-
cally used in speech recognition: 16 MFCC ([5]), 16LFCC,
16LPCC, 16 energy coefficients with linear rectangular fil-
ters, 16 energy coefficients with linear triangular filters,
16 energy coefficients on a Mel (logarithmic) scale. But
we have also tested new parameters generally less used in
speech processing like: zero crossing rate (ZCR), roll-off
(RF) point (a measure of skewness of the spectral shape)
and centroı̈d (the barycenter of the spectrum). The last
three parameters are shortly presented in the next section.

The Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR). The value of the zero-
crossing rate is given by the number of crossings on time-
domain through zero-voltage within an analysis frame. In
order to eliminate the noise influence, we have introduced a
symmetric clipping threshold. The value of clipping thresh-
old represents 0.03% of signal amplitude. In fact, the zero-
crossing rate indicates the dominant frequency during the
time period of the frame.

Roll-off Point (RF). This feature is used to measure the
frequency which delimits 95% of the power spectrum. The
roll-off point can be viewed as a measure of the ”skewness”
of the spectral shape. The value is higher for right-skewed
distributions. The value of the roll-off point is the solution
of Equation 2.

∑

k<RF

X[k] = 0.95
∑

k

X[k] (2)

Centroı̈d. The centroı̈d represents the balancing point of
the spectral power distribution within a frame. The centroı̈d
for a frame at a specific time is computed as the roll-off
point with 0.50 instead of 0.95 in Equation 2.

3.2 The Classification Method

We have used a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) method
in order to classify the sounds [6]. There are other possi-
bilities for the classification: HMM [7], Bayesian method
and other [8]. This method evolves in two steps: a train-
ing step and a recognition step. We have chosen to use



a model with only 4 Gaussian components, since prelimi-
nary experiments have shown no improvement with more
components.

The Training Step. The GMM training has been done
on the ELISA [9] platform. The training is initiated for
each class ωk of signals of our corpus and gives a model
containing the characteristics of each Gaussian distribution
(1 ≤ m ≤ 4) of the class: the likelihood πk,m, the mean
vector µk,m, the covariance matrix and the inverse matrix
Σ−1

k,m. These values are achieved after 20 iterations of an
”EM” algorithm (Expectation Maximization). The matri-
ces are diagonal.

The Recognition Step. Each extracted signal, X , is a se-
ries of n acoustical vectors, xi, of p components . The pa-
rameters π, µ and Σ have been estimated during the train-
ing step. The size of acoustical vectors, d, is the number
of acoustical parameters used for training. The likelihood
of membership of a class ωk for each acoustical vector is
calculated for each class with:






























p(xi | ωk) =
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∑
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∑
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(

− 1

2
(xi − µk,m)T · Σ−1

k,m · (xi − µk,m)

)

(3)
The likelihood of the entire signal is given by their multi-
plication :

p(X | ωk) =

n
∏

i=1

p(xi | ωk) (4)

The signal X belongs to the class ωl for which p(X | ωl)
is maximum.

4 Sound Database

In order to test and validate the event detection system and
the sound recognition system we have recorded a sound
corpus. It contains recordings made in the Clips laboratory
(15% of the CD), the files of ”Sound Scene Database in
Real Acoustical Environments” [10] (70% of the CD) and
files from a commercial CD (film effects, 15 % of the CD).
There are 3354 files and every file is sampled at 16 KHz
and 44 KHz.

The sounds picked up in the Clips laboratory were
recorded with a Beyer Dynamics microphone and a digital
tape (sampling rate 48KHz), then transferred to the PC by
sound card. The sound corpus contains: door slap sound
(different types of doors), chair sound, step sound, elec-
tric shaver sound, hairdryer sound, door lock sound, dishes
sound, glass breaking, objects fall sounds, screams, water
sound, different ringing, etc. To summarize, the sound cor-
pus contains 20 types of sounds with minimum 10 repeti-
tions per type ( the maximum is 300 repetitions).

4.1 Detection Test Set

In order to validate the detection algorithms we have gen-
erated a test set which is a mixture of environmental noises
and useful sounds. We consider to be useful (impulsive and
short) sounds as: door slap, glass breaking, objects fall,
etc.; and environmental (long and stationary) noises like:
water flow, hairdryer, electric shaver, etc. For every sound,
there are two signals in the test set : one contains the mix-
ture between the sound and the noise (with event) and the
other one only the noise (no event). Every sound and noise
has been recorded three times. Each file is 25s long (be-
cause of the length of the sound and of the time necessary
to initialize the algorithms ≈ 5s). The sound starts at sec-
ond 10 of the signal. In the test signal base, we consider
three types of noise (white noise, water flow noise and en-
vironmental noise recorded in the habitat) and 11 types of
sounds (scream, chair fall, book fall, glass breaking, door
slap, step sound, cough, sneeze, door lock, telephone ring-
ing and speech).

For every mixture sound-noise, there are 4 files with
4 signal to noise ratios (SNR): 0 dB, 10 dB, 20 dB and 40
dB. The SNR is calculated on the total length of the sound.

4.2 Recognition Test Set

The test set used for the sound recognition task is composed
of 7 sound classes: door clapping (523 files), ringing phone
(517 files), step sound (13 files), dishes sound (163 files),
door lock (200 files), breaking glasses (88 files), screams
(73 files). There are 5 set of the 7 classes: one with the
pure sounds and other four, mixing sound and HIS noise at
0, 10, 20 and 40 dB signal to noise ratio.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Evaluation of Detection Algorithm Per-
formance

To find the best algorithm for our application, we have cal-
culated the Missed Detection Rate (RM ) and the False De-
tection Rate (RF ) on the test set, with the formulas (5) and
(6).

RM =
No. missed detections
No. events to detect

(5)

RF =
No. false detections

No. false detections + No. events to detect
(6)

A detection is considered to be false if an event is detected
while actually there is no event. We consider a detection to
be missed when the system detects nothing in the interval:
0.5s before the event and, the end of the signal event (Fig-
ure 4). A detection occurring in this interval is considered
to be a good detection of the event.

When we have created the test set, for every file we
have generated a file type ”.sam” (the SAM standard [11])
containing temporary labels: the start and stop labels of the



Figure 4. Definition of a missed and false detection

useful noise. Every algorithm has been applied to the all
files from the test set and has generated a label file. For
every algorithm we have varied the detection threshold in
order to obtain a variation of RM and RF from 0 to 1 (for
the Self-Adjustable Thresholds algorithms we have varied
the κ coefficient). To compare the algorithms we have de-
termined the equal error rate (EER), defined as value of
RM for RM = RF .

5.2 Detection Results with Our Test Set

The EER of the different algorithms applied on our test set
are given in Figure 5 for white noise (a) and HIS noise (b)
and several signal to noise ratio 0, +10, +20 and +40dB

(note that HIS noise is the environmental noise recorded
in our experimental habitat in Grenoble). The numerous
calculation necessary for the entire sound system (5 chan-
nels to analyze simultaneously at 16 KHz sample rate) and
the necessity of a real time processing (medical conditions)
forced us to make a trade-off between the performance and
the complexity of the algorithm. Besides, medical care im-
poses a very small missed detection rate.

After the results analysis, we can conclude that
most algorithms are very efficient in case of white noise
(EER=0% for SNR≥+10dB). Only the energy prediction
error and especially cross-correlation (EER>70% ⇒ the
curve is outside of graphic area) give bad results: sound
event detection is difficult because white noise is not cor-
related. But in real conditions, our preliminary tests have
shown that white noise is not realistic for our application.
Therefore to analyze the results, we must compare their
corresponding performances only for HIS environmental
noise for a 10dB SNR (our real environmental conditions).

The median filtering, variance and self-adjusting
threshold are not suited because EER>10% for a 20 dB
SNR. We can state that the the energy prediction algorithm
is fast and gives good results (EER=7% at +20dB) except
for HIS noise at low SNR. The cross-correlation algorithm
is better for the HIS noise but requires long calculation time
and can not be used with white noise.

In conclusion, the wavelet filtering algorithm gives
the best results for HIS noise: EER=0% for SNR≥+10dB
and EER=7.6% for SNR=0dB. The results are roughly less
for white noise (EER=4% for SNR=10dB), but they are
enough to allow good performances for similar noises like
water flow.
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Figure 5. Detection results in different noisy environment

5.3 Detection Results in Real Conditions

We have recorded 60 files inside our test-apartment (real
conditions) at different SNR (minimum 2dB, maximum 30
dB, average 15 dB). We have used the same sounds (played
with a speaker) as in the test base. The results obtained
with the well adapted algorithms (wavelet filtering, cross-
correlation and prediction error) are presented in Table 1
and confirm previous results (Figure 5).

Algorithm Wavelet Cross-corr. Predict.Err
EER[%] 0 4.4 10

Table 1. Results of sound event detection in real conditions

5.4 Preliminary Results with Sound Classifi-
cation

Statistical study for the choice of parameters. The sta-
tistical study results gives the relevant acoustical parame-
ters (especially the Fisher Discriminant Ratio - formula 1)
and reduces the number of tests. Table 2 shows FDR values
for some parameters.

As resulting from Table 2 : the second, third and
fourth MFCC coefficients are the only relevant MFCC pa-
rameters for our classes. Otherwise ZCR, RF and Centroı̈d
are relevant but not the energy.

Sound Classification results. The analysis window was
set to 20 ms with an overlap of 10 ms. The GMM model is
made of 4 Gaussian distributions. The training/test proto-
col is a ”leave one out” protocol: the model of each class is
trained on all the signals of the class, excepting one. Next,
each model is tested on the remaining sounds of all classes.
The whole process is iterated for all files (1577 tests).

The experimental results are in Table 3. The average
of error classification rate (ECR: number of recognition er-



Parameter FDR Parameter FDR
MFCC1 2.72 MFCC11 2.88
MFCC2 16.07 MFCC12 3.20
MFCC3 10.33 MFCC13 1.48
MFCC4 10.02 MFCC14 3.61
MFCC5 2.01 MFCC15 3.26
MFCC6 2.91 MFCC16 4.41
MFCC7 3.36 ZCR 17.99
MFCC8 3.60 RF 16.70
MFCC9 0.53 Centroı̈d 23.75
MFCC10 3.34 Energy 2.54

Table 2. FDR for some acoustical parameters

Parameters PN ECR [%]
∆,∆∆(16MFCC+Energy 60 8.71
+ZCR+RF+Centroı̈d)
16 MFCC + Energy+ 20 11.47
ZCR+RF+Centroı̈d
16LFCC+Energy 17 12.26
16LPCC+Energy 17 14.74
16MFCC+Energy 17 15.21
3MFCC+ZCR+RF 6 16.11
+Centroı̈d
16 Coef.Mel 16 23.50

Table 3. Results of sound classification methods

ror divided by the number of tests) and the correspondent
number of parameters (PN) are given. For each parame-
ter, we calculate the average of the error value of all the
classes. This first sound classification results are encourag-
ing. We can observe that the best results are obtained with
the MFCC parameters (speech specific parameters) but new
parameters like zero crossing rate, roll-off point, centroı̈d
seem interesting when combined with conventional param-
eters used in speech.

We have tested the combination of three MFCC coef-
ficients with the zero crossing rate, roll-off point and cen-
troı̈d, suggested by the statistical study (see Table 2). We
have noticed that the parameters considered to be irrelevant
after the statistical study can be eliminated with practically
no negative influence on the performances of the system;
drastically reducing the number of parameters (6 instead of
20 parameters) produces only 4.5% increase of the error
classification rate (in bold in Table 3).

Performances in noisy environment. We have tested
our classification system in HIS noise. The results are
roughly constant for SNR≥20dB, but they decay beyond:
for 16 MFCC + ZCR + RF and 16 LFCC parameters, er-
ror classification is 26.82% for SNR=+10dB (see Figure
6). Real conditions are between 10 and 20dB of SNR and
these first results are not sufficient. We are actually work-
ing to improve performances by signal enhancement.
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6 Application to Medical Supervision

We have developed the detection and classification system
in order to obtain a smart audio sensor for surveillance of
the elderly, convalescent persons or pregnant women [12].
Its main goal is to detect serious accidents as falls or faint-
ness (which can be characterized by a long idle period of
the signals) everywhere in the apartment. Thus, the origi-
nality of our approach consists in replacing the video cam-
era by a system of multichannel sound acquisition. The
system analyzes in real time the sound environment of
the apartment and detects abnormal sounds (objects or pa-
tient’s falls) and calls for help (or groans), that could indi-
cate a distress situation in the habitat [13].

To respect again privacy, no continuous recording or
storage of the sound is made, since only last 20s of the au-
dio signal are kept in a buffer and sent to the alarm monitor
if a sound event is detected. That can be used by the human
operator to make the decision of a medical intervention.

Telemonitoring. The habitat we used for experiments is
a 30 m2 apartment situated in the TIMC laboratory build-
ings, filled with various sensors, especially microphones.
The entire telemonitoring system is comprised of two com-
puters which exchange information through a CAN bus
(see Figure 7).

The master computer is in charge of data fusion and
analyzes both data coming from fixed and moving sensors
and information coming from the slave computer, which is



continuously surveying the microphones. The final sound
analysis system (implemented inside the slave computer)
should be the following: each time a sound event is de-
tected, a message is sent to the master computer, notify-
ing occurrence time of detection, type of event (speech
or other sound), localization of the emitting source ; it
also should indicate either the most probable sound classes
(with the corresponding confidence index), or the most
probable words (calls for help), with their confidence in-
dex. From this the master computer could send an alarm if
necessary.

Sound Analysis System. A microphone is located in ev-
ery room (toilet, kitchen, shower-room, hall and living-
room). Each of the 5 microphones is connected to the slave
computer. The sound or speech source can be localized by
comparing the sound levels of the microphones.

The sound analysis system is a two-step analysis sys-
tem : the first one for the detection of a sound event and the
second one for sound classification. In the complete im-
plementation of the system the second step includes sound
classification and words recognition. In the first step, sig-
nals from the 5 channels are used to detect events. It is a
difficult task because of the environmental noise.

If a sound event is detected, extracted signal is trans-
mitted to the second step and sound classification is initi-
ated. At the moment, the recognition system is only in test
and the detected events are classified by a human operator.

7 Conclusions

We have proposed three new algorithms for signal detec-
tion. They have been tested with three state of the art al-
gorithms, bests results being achieved with the wavelet fil-
tering algorithm. This allows us to detect a sound event in
the habitat. We are currently testing a GMM system for
the sound class recognition. Firstly, we have used classical
parameters of speech recognition; secondly we have tested
new parameters. The first results are encouraging and non-
conventional parameters like ZCR, RF and Centroı̈d seems
to be very discriminant for the sound classification task. We
are working to improve sound classification, because insuf-
ficient performances have been encountered in noisy envi-
ronment. This system is developed for medical supervision
application in the framework of RESIDE-HIS project.
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